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g August
g
During
of 2007, stock markets around the
world experienced extremely unusual return events.
Numerous funds that had experienced losses in
mortgage
g g securities were forced to sell equity
q y securities
to meet margin calls, creating a dramatic imbalance
between the number of willing sellers and buyers for
some securities. This lead to falling
gp
prices for some
equities and another cycle of margin related forced
selling
Since these events, investors, particularly those with a
quantitative approach to investment decisions, have
been focusing on liquidity concerns.



Other market trends that are creating the need for a better
understanding of how liquidity imbalances translate into
trading costs






Algorithmic trading methods,
methods which require an explicit forecast of
market impact, continue to garner an increasingly large share of
trading volume in developed markets
Investors are increasingly participating in “frontier” markets with
very low liquidity levels causing severe capacity constraints on the
amount of capital employed.
employed
The growth of hedge funds has increased trading volumes
dramatically, as these funds average something more than five
times the turnover that traditional funds do.

Extensive academic and practitioner literature on how to
predict the extent to which the introduction of a trade of a
particular size will impact prices of a stock


Empirical estimation and validation of such models has been published
only for US data, with essentially nothing available on other global stock
markets.









Review the general functional form of market impact
models
Propose a specific functional form that offers the advantage
of incorporating rational boundary conditions
Empirical estimation of the model based on a dataset of
more th
than 11.5
5 million
illi anonymous iinstitutional
tit ti
l ttrades
d iin
liquid developed markets.
Using serial correlation in returns as a proxy for illiquidity,
extend the model to all traded equities into more than
seventy countries including emerging and frontier markets,
for which no actual trade data was available
As a check of the robustness of the results, separately
p
y
estimate a market impact model using tick by tick data on a
large sample of global equities







q
y hinges
g on the
The essence of a traded asset’s liquidity
cost of trading a particular quantity of that asset. The
question is not really about whether you can trade, but
rather how much change
g in the p
price must be absorbed
in order to induce other market participants to take the
other side of the trade you wish to do.
We refer to this required change in price as market
impact.
These effects can be very large. Consider how much
you would have to discount the value of your house in
order to sell it in a single day!



When we consider the overall cost of trading an asset,
there are several components.
components

Agency costs, the fees charged by brokers, exchanges and
custody banks for actually executing the transaction.
 The second is bid/asked spread, the value difference between
th prices
the
i
att which
hi h li
liquidity
idit providers
id
such
h as market
k t makers
k
and exchange specialists are willing to buy and sell.
 The third component is the aforementioned market impact, the
extent to which my trade requires change in the asset price in
order to execute the desired quantity.
quantity
 The fourth cost is what traders call trend cost, or what portfolio
managers might think of as risk. It is simply the price change
that occurs due to the trading of other market participants
between the time when I decide to trade and when my trade is
actually executed. It should be noted that trend costs may be
negative (a price may move in my favor).






There are two often overlooked ingredients to trading
costs. The
off cross-market
If I
Th first
fi is
i the
h issue
i
k impact.
i
am buying a large amount of a particular stock, say
General Motors, my trade will impact the price of GM.
To the extent that the relative value of other similar
stocks such as Ford or Toyota are estimated by
investors in comparison to GM, the market price of
Ford
o d or
o Toyota
oyota may
ay also
a so be impacted.
pacted.
We must also consider the opportunity costs of the
time it takes to execute our transactions. Unless we are
investing
gp
passively,
y, we want to buyy stocks before
f theyy go
g
up, not after. Similarly, if we’re selling we want to sell
before they go down, not after.



In framing a discussion of liquidity and market impact, we
always consider the dimension of time in the context of
whether market impact is permanent or temporary.






If our trades in any given stock are far apart in time, price
movements caused by our trades will be independent of one
another
If our trades follow each other with little time in between, market
impact effects will have a cascading effect as each trade moves the
price from where the p
p
previous trade left it
We call this persistent portion of market impact stickiness, and
account for it in deciding how quickly to trade

One way to think of the issue of market impact permanence
is to build on the concept of a participation rate.


If we trade a stock in a quantity that is 5% of a typical day’s
day s
trading volume, that trade will represent 2.5% of the expected
volume over two days, 1.25% of the expected volume over four
days and .5% of the expected volume over ten days. Eventually
the price influence of our trade exponentially decays



p
g costs is difficult
The empirical
estimation of trading



Agency costs are essentially known in advance



Bid/Asked spreads are reasonably stable under normal
market conditions but can widen substantially in periods of
market stress




Determinants of variation in bid/asked spreads have been well
explored
p
in Menya
y and Paudyal
y ((1996,, 2000)) and Chorida,, Roll and
Subrahmanyam (2000)

Market impact is the tough one



Lots of models exist with highly
g y significant
g
explanatory
p
y variables
However, explanatory power is typical quite low



An extensive array of market impact models have been
proposed
and
d in
i the
h academic
d i literature
li
d brokerage
b k
firms.




Among these are: Almgren and Chriss (2000), Ferstenberg
(2000) and Cox (2001)

Most models take the form:
E [M] =  S



Where




(1)

E[M] is the expected value of the price movement in percent
S is the quantity of shares to be traded

 are p
parameters fitted from empirical
p
data



In most models, the  parameter varies stock by stock
and represents the different levels of liquidity across
stocks




It should also be noted that we can easily scale the  parameter to
rescale the size of the trade S into units of percentage of expected daily
volume,
l
as traders
t d often
ft prefer.
f

The  parameter is typically singly estimated for an
entire market

It has been speculated that the  parameter may differ from
market to market due to differences in exchange structure, the
balance of institutional versus individual investment in stocks
and the existence of alternative trading
g venues such as
electronic
l t
i crossing
i networks
t
k
 Almost all studies suggest values for  of either one or one half




In order to accommodate models of this kind, we can
allow for either popular value of , or a weighted
combination of the linear and square root processes:
M = [(Bi*St) + (Ci*|St.5|)] + …



(2)

We can also think of these two coefficients, B and C as
being a weighted representation of the a parameter.
These coefficients represent the elasticity of the asset price
with respect to trade magnitudes and hence are the true
representation of liquidity
Bi = W*i
Ci = (1-W)*i



When the available market impact models are utilized,
bizarre
results
observed
bi
l are sometimes
i
b
d




For example, one prominent sell-side model predicted that to
sell 10% of the shares outstanding of a US small cap stock
(market capitalization $500 million), the expected trading cost
would be over 100% of the value

We believe these results arose because the model
coefficients
ffi i t were b
based
d on empirical
i i l estimations
ti ti
ffrom
data sets that did not contain large trades because traders
considered them too costly


Coefficients for B and C must be estimated under boundary
conditions that provide rational results in the entire range of
potential trade size from zero to all the shares of a firm



Traders are very concerned that market impact effects are
driven by information leakage.




Once liquidity providers know what a particular investor is doing
in terms of buying or selling particular securities, they will reset
the prices at which they are willing to transact in order to
maximize their profits

Let us consider a hostile takeover as the “worst case”
scenario for market impact: we’re going to buy up all the
shares of a company and tell the entire world we’re doing it.
The takeover premium can be viewed as an extreme case of
market impact
p



If we believe only in the linear market impact process, we can set our
coefficient to the expected takeover premium for a stock divided
by shares outstanding
If we believe only in the square root process for market impact, we
can set our coefficient to the expected takeover premium for a
stock divided by the square root of shares outstanding.



If we don’t know which process to believe in, we can
just do both with a weighting summing to one
Bi = W * ( E[Pi] / Fi)

(3)

Ci = (1-W) * E[Pi] / (Fi..5)

(4)

Where
Bi = the
h coefficient
ffi i
on the
h li
linear process
Ci = the coefficient on the square root process
Pi = the takeover premium in percent
Fi = the
h number
b off shares
h
outstanding
di
W = a weight estimated from empirical data



To turn this simple estimation into a more complete
model,
model we incorporate two additional features.
features

We must consider differences in liquidity across different
stocks.
 Secondly,
y we must recognize
g
that our model based on takeover
premiums represents the
h b
boundary
d
condition
d
off a “worst
“
case””
scenario for information leakage. Normal trading involves
much smaller information leakage effects. If we assume
g
we can easily
y express the
takeover premiums are lognormal,
expected
d takeover
k
premium
i
as a function
f
i off a liquidity
li idi
measure


E[P
[ i] = Q
QP / (( 1 + K/100)
/ )Zi)

((5))

P = % average price premium in a hostile takeover
K = the log percentage standard error around P
Zi = the Z score of a liquidity measure for stock I
Q = a scalar between zero and one





Various academic studies using M & A databases have
reported average takeover premiums from 37 to 50%
with a standard deviation around 30%
Consider a hypothetical company with $5 billion
market cap
cap, $50 share price and 100 million shares
outstanding
Assuming
g P = 37,, K = 40,, W = .25,, Zi = 0,, we would g
get
a cost of 2.88% for a 1,000,000 share trade impact =
2.88% and .27% for a 10,000 share trade.



Implicit in this estimation is that the trades are done
over a time period which is comparable to the time
period over which stock prices react to the release of
th news off hostile
the
h til ttakeover
k
((perhaps
h
a day
d or two).
t )
To the extent we trade more slowly over a longer time
period, the market impact costs would be reduced





If we take our estimates of the P and K parameters
from
the
literature
on hostile
we
f
h finance
fi
li
h il takeovers,
k
need only estimate the Q and W parameters relative to
whatever fundamental information we wish to use as Z
T ffacilitate
To
ilit t empirical
i i l estimation,
ti ti
a dataset
d t t off actual,
t l
but anonymous, trades was obtained from Instinet
This data set included over 1.5 million orders over an 18 month
period with fine detail such as time stamps,
stamps arrival price,
price
execution price, order type (buy/sell, limit/market), tracking of
cancelled orders, etc.
 Almost all of the data was from the US, with some small
representation of major markets such as Japan
Japan, UK
UK, Canada
Canada,
etc.




Obviously this is a very large data set over which to
estimate a model with only two free parameters



We chose to explain the differences in liquidity levels
across stocks using three characteristics:







g of market capitalization
p
the log
of the stock
the ratio of average daily volume to shares outstanding
the inverse of the security’s volatility
Each of these three characteristics is standardized into a ZS
Score
across our estimation
i
i universe
i
off US stocks,
k and
d then
h the
h
three values are combined in a weighted average.

How we are going to describe the market impact of
individual trades?

One way to measure market impact would be to compare the
price we got on our trade versus the price on the previous trade
as a measure of how much our trade “moved the price”
 However, we care about how much the price moved from the
price it was at when we decided to trade the stock, which we
call the arrival price. It’s the percentage change in price
price and the p
price that existed in the
between the execution p
market when we got the order to transact the stock
 Consistent with Perold (1988)




A grid search method was employed to identify the
“best
off Q and
“b fit”
fi ” values
l
d W over a set off 1.2
1 2 million
illi US
market orders
The choice of the Q and W pair was based on the trade dollar
weighted goodness of fit (R-squared)
(R squared) and the requirement that
the model not exhibit statistically significant bias (i.e. the
average forecast has to fit the average cost)
 Unlike an OLS regression, the grid search does automatically
produce
d
a best
b t linear
li
unbiased
bi d estimate.
ti t W
We chose
h
tto use a
trade dollar weighted R-squared as traders obviously care a lot
more about getting this right when doing million share trades
as compared to hundred share trades
 The dollar weighted time interval between arrival of an order
and its termination (either filled or cancelled) was
approximately ninety minutes, illustrative of the fact that large
institutional orders were involved









If we continue our use of 37% to represent P, the
centrall tendency
off the
premium,
we obtained
d
h takeover
k
i
b i d
a best pair of Q = .594 and W = .650
Th trade
The
t d dollar
d ll weighted
i ht d R-squared
R
d was 74%
The R-squared values were fairly insensitive to the
choice
h i off Q and
nd W and
nd other
th r combinations
mbin ti n also
l
produced very high degrees of fit
Qualitatively similar good results were obtained for
small samples of Canadian and Swiss trades. Poor fits
were obtained of small samples of UK and Japanese
trades





Unfortunately, our Instinet trade database contained
insufficient
observations
on non-US
i
ffi i
b
i
US markets
k to proceed
d
with the above model. In order to extend our results to
other stock markets we would have to use other
methodologies
Our first effort to extend our results to global markets
is based on the hypothesis that one of the observable
manifestations of illiquidity is positive serial
correlation in high frequency returns
The simple intuition is that when information arrives to the
g the value of a stock, limited liquidity
q
y will
market that changes
not permit everyone who wishes to transact to do so in the
initial period following the news
 Some people have to transact in the second and subsequent
periods, inducing positive serial correlation to the returns. A
more formal rationale for this effect is presented in Getmansky,
Lo and Makarov (2004)








There are numerous statistical methods for the
estimation of serial correlation,
correlation including
autoregressive models and variance ratio tests
Due to the lack of normality in high frequency returns
as described in diBartolomeo (2007),
(2007) we chose to use a
non-parametric “runs” test (Wald-Wolfowitz)
The logic is simple: if a stock trades liquidly, there
should still be a roughly 50% chance it will go up or
down tomorrow, irrespective of whether it went up or
down today




Consistent up
p or down trends in the stock p
price would change
g
the expectation slightly from 50/50

We should see the sign of daily returns change 50% of
the time from one day to the next. If the trading is
illi id the
illiquid,
h number
b off sign
i changes
h
will
ill be
b less
l
than
h
50%



To extend our model, we first created a “seed sample”
of US stocks broken into ten deciles of market
capitalization
i li i




The sample included over 1500 random stocks ranging all the
way down to very illiquid shares traded on the NASDAQ
Bulletin Board”
Board and in the “pink
pink sheets”
sheets
“Bulletin

For each group, we calculated the average Z value of
the members for the US market impact model
presented above,, and p
p
produced an estimated average
g
cost to trade 1% of shares outstanding in one trading
day

We chose to use 1% of shares outstanding, rather than a
percentage
t
off average d
daily
il volume
l
b
because ffor some off th
the
illiquid stocks, the number of shares traded is so small that a
small percentage of that value would be imperceptibly small to
an institutional investor.
 These values are presented on the center column of Table 1.




We then calculated 200 trading days of daily returns
for each stock for a period ending in July of 2008

If a stock
was zero for
this
t k return
t
f the
th trading
t di day,
d
thi was
considered a “non-change” in the sign of the return
 The average number of non-changes in return sign by deciles is
presented in Table 1
also p






There is a strong relationship between the expected
costs from our model and the average number of
return sign “non changes”. An OLS regression of the
two data
d
sets yielded
i ld d the
h equation
i below,
b l
with
i h an RR
squared of over 90%
Y = -0.1716
0.1716 + 0.0018X
Where

(6)

Y is the fitted value for the estimated cost of a 1% of shares
g trade in one day
y
outstanding
 X is the average number of daily return sign non-changes in 200
trading days


Market
M k Cap
C Deciles
D il

Cost for 1% SharesTable
Out 1 Avg. # of Return “Non-Changes” in 200
Trade
Days
T d in
i One
O Day
D
D

1

.77

97.15

2

.97

100.75

3

1.15

98.07

4

1.28

100.94

5

1.46

101.77

6

1.71

105.29

7

2.00

107.48

8

2.44

111.03

9

3.32

112.56

10

4.98

117.49



Our next step was to take a sample of approximately
forty-five
non-US
f
fi hundred
h d d stocks
k in
i sixty-seven
i
US
countries

For large developed markets, we broke the stocks into three
categories of capitalization (large,
(large medium
medium, and small) and took
a random stratified sample for each category (equal numbers of
stocks within each group within a country)
 Small countries were broken into two categories (large, small)
and
d very small
ll markets
k t (less
(l
than
th 50 iissues ttraded)
d d) were k
keptt
as one category.




We then calculated the number of return sign “nonchanges” in the same fashion as for the US.
changes
US It was then
possible to use the equation above to calculate the
expected cost for trades according to our model. In
present data similar to Table 1 but for some
Table 2, we p
selected groups of non-US stocks

Category

Fitted Cost for 1% Shares Out
Trade in One Day

Avg. # of Return “NonChanges” in 200 Days

Australia Large Cap

1.71

103.6

Canada Small Cap

1.98

105.1

Columbia

6.97

132.5

Finland Small Cap

2.94

110.4

Mexico

3.66

114.3

Netherlands Large Cap

1.49

102.4

Bahrain

13.2

166.2

Switzerland Large Cap

2.13

105.9

Iceland

8.04

138.4

China

3 28
3.28

112 2
112.2





There is considerable heterogeneity
g
y in terms of the
“non change” levels within stocks in the various
groups
We are currently considering a refinement using
Bayesian methods wherein the mapping of a given
non-US
non
US stock into our US cost model will include a
weighted average of the number of sign “non changes”
at both the group and at the individual stock level



Our second effort to estimate global liquidity is to use tick
data to estimate an equation similar to equation (2)
M = [(Di*It) + (Ei*|It.5|)] + …
(7)
Where
It = the imbalance between “buyer” and “seller” volume as a
% of total volume



We adopt the model of Lee and Ready (1991) for our
definition of “buyer” and “seller” trading volume




Assumes that if a trade occurred on an uptick in price this was a
“buyer”
buyer trade that was accommodated by a liquidity provider
If a trade occurs on a downtick in price, assume that this was a
“seller” trade that was accommodated by a liquidity provider
If a trade occurs on a flat tick (no price change) it is assumed to be
of the same character as the previous trade







Our data consists of every tick for the past twelve years
of trading on the same sample of six thousand stocks
used in the serial correlation method above. The data
was obtained from Reuters
It must be noted that the Reuters data is organized by
RIC code, so if a stock is traded at more than one venue
((e.g.
g multiple
p exchanges,
g ECNs),
) the trading
g at each
venue will be treated separately and may require
consolidation. The data set also includes every quote
The combined size of the entire Reuters tick data set for
all
ll securities
i i worldwide
ld id approaches
h three
h
hundred
h d d
terabytes. The computational effort associated with
using the tick data method is considerable!



To estimate coefficients D and E, we estimate equation (7)
using daily returns as the dependent variable in a weighted
regression





The last 650 trading days (or the most available) were used
The daily observations are weighted by the total trading volume
for that day
y
Observations with negative imbalances have both side multiplied
by negative one so as to avoid the need to take the square root of
negative numbers

While
Wh
l the
h tick
k method
h d is normally
ll estimated
db
based
d on
percentage imbalance of daily volume, we can rescale the
imbalance values by the relationship of average daily
volume to shares outstanding. In this way, we can convert
equation
ti (6) tto equation
ti (2) and
d obtain
bt i new estimates
ti t off
those coefficients and work back to revised values for Q and
W







A small sample of global firms is presented in Table 3
with
i h the
h R-squared
R
d off the
h relationship
l i
hi and
d the
h fitted
fi d
values for imbalances of 2%, 4% and 10% respectively.
To estimate cost of trades, a practitioner would merely
estimate the expected imbalance as their contemplated
trade as a percentage of average daily volume
While the relationship is noisy,
noisy as illustrated for Toyota
Auto Body in Figure A, R-squared values for a random
sample of stocks ranged from .08 to .35
Ranked cost estimates on our initial sample were
similar to the “Takeover” method

R2

1% Imbalance

4% Imbalance

10% Imbalance

TOYOTA AUTO BODY

.153

.33

.495

.872

ALL--AM SPORTPARK
ALL

.175

3.195

4.705

8.026

BK OF MONTREAL

,070

.177

.266

.468

CARIBBEAN AMERICAN

.228

3.991

5.877

10.022

CHEROKEE INTL

,047

.302

.467

.769

DREAMS

.170

.573

.843

1.437

GOOGLE

.083

.563

.870

1.606

GRILL CONCEPTS

.089

.323

.476

.813

IMATION CORP

.025

.213

.322

.572

LINUX GOLD CP

.171

.741

1.096

1.883

MET LIFE INC

.091

.291

.440

.784

MORNING STAR

.222

.415

.592

.954

REEDS

.104

.845

1.246

2.131

SPO MEDICAL

.177

2.363

3.477

5.918

TIGER RENEWABLE

.310

1.275

1.876

3.193

TERRA SYSTEMS

.191

1.163

1.709

2.905

VIPER NETWORKS

.158
158

1 579
1.579

2 323
2.323

3 955
3.955

T oyota Auto B ody
10

8

6

% Pric e C hang e

4

2

0
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‐20

0
‐2

‐4

‐6

‐8

‐10
% Imbalanc e

20

40

60

80






There are a variety of trends in today’s global stock markets
that are creating large concerns about liquidity.
For the purposes of investors
investors, we believe the correct way to
view liquidity is as the degree of price change which may be
expected from the initiation of a trade of a given magnitude.
Existing
g models of liquidity
q
y have not been empirically
p
y
explored to a meaningful degree outside the US.
While the functional form of market impact models is well
agreed upon by researchers, the empirical estimation of the
parameters has often lacked the boundary conditions which
we find to be of critical importance. We present an
information leakage rationale to justify the mechanism of
our boundary
y conditions. Our market impact model for US
stocks
k shows
h
a very hi
high
hd
degree off explanatory
l
power.



We have also presented a mechanism by which the cost
estimates of any market impact model can be extended from
one data set to another, by using positive serial correlation
y for illiquidity
q
y
as a p
proxy





The relationship between expected trade costs and positive serial
correlation of returns across capitalization
deciles of US stocks is
shown to be almost exactly linear (R2 over 90%)
This should allow for at least reasonable estimation of market
impact
pact for
o those
t ose markets
a ets where
e e databases of
o explicit
exp c t ttrade
ade data aaree
insufficient
ff
or unavailable
l bl

Finally, we present a means of estimating a market impact
model using tick data



While computationally intensive,
intensive this method has the appeal that it
be estimated without any attempt to identify the properties that
differentiate liquidity across securities within a market
A great deal of computational effort and methodological
refinement remains to be done on this approach.
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